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ABSTRACT
Recently some CBIR approaches have shown the use of relevance feedback to train a pattern classifier to select relevant images
for retrieval. This paper revisits this strategy by using an optimum-path forest (OPF) classifier. During relevance feedback
iterations, the proposed method uses the OPF classifier to decide which database images are relevant or not. Images classified
as relevant are sorted and presented to the user for a new iteration. Such images are ordered according to the normalized
distance using relevant and irrelevant representative images, computed previously by the OPF classifier. Our experiments show
that the proposed approach requires fewer iterations, being faster and more effective than methods based on SVM.
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INTRODUCTION

sented to the user; (ii) the user indicates which images
are relevant; (iii) the system learns the user’s opinion
from this feedback in order to return more relevant images in the next iteration. This process may be repeated
until the user is satisfied, but it is highly desirable to
finish it in a few iterations.

Image collections have been created and used in several applications, such as digital libraries, medicine,
and biodiversity information systems. Given the size of
these collections, it is essential to provide efficient and
effective means to retrieve images. Such a problem has
raised the interest in putting together image processing,
information retrieval, and database management to design content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems for
large image collections [2].
The visual content of an image in a CBIR system is
often represented by a feature vector, which may encode color, texture, and/or shape measures. The image
is then interpreted as a point in the feature space. A
query in a CBIR system is usually done by range (returning all images whose distance to the query image
is less than a given radius) or by similarity. We will
focus on the second approach where a number of the
closest images to the query point are retrieved from the
database. Given that the meaning of those images may
differ for distinct users since they are not completely
represented by the feature vector, a semantic gap occurs between the user’s expectation and the result of the
query. Thus, relevance feedback techniques have been
investigated to reduce the semantic gap by requiring
more user interaction than simply the specification of
a query image. These techniques usually involve three
steps: (i) a small number of retrieved images is pre-
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Figure 1: CBIR with Relevance Feedback.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the relevance feedback process. There are several studies on each stage
of this pipeline, such as creating more robust local
descriptors[15, 19] (i.e. feature vectors and distance
functions to compare them) or providing scalability to
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of OPF classifier. We show that this strategy is actually very effective reducing considerably the number of
required iterations.
In addition to that, the distance function used to compare images has also influence on the retrieval process.
Some methods use multiple pairs of feature vectors and
distance functions, called descriptors, and compare two
images by combining their distance based on each descriptor [11, 18]. In this case, the learning from relevance feedback may also change the way to combine
descriptors [18]. Our method can exploit the same
framework, but we will consider in this study only a
single descriptor per image.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the proposed algorithm based on OPF classifier and
an example illustrates our relevance feedback process.
The experiments and results using three heterogeneous
image databases are described in Section 3. As baselines for comparison, we use the method od Tong and
Chang [16] and the one illustrated in Figure 2c, which
uses only relevant images for multi-point query. Section 4 states the conclusions and discusses our future
work.

huge image databases[9, 20]. Our work focuses on the
learning and retrieval process (gray box in Figure 1),
especially in query classification and ranking.
Relevance feedback techniques were initially proposed for document retrieval, but have been successfully applied to CBIR systems[2, 13, 14, 17, 23]. Figure 2 illustrates three examples of simple relevance
feedback techniques [7, 10]. In Figure 2a, the positive examples (relevant images) from a first iteration
are used to move the next query point to their geometric center in the feature space. This idea stemmed from
Rocchio’s formula [13] in document retrieval and it has
been successfully exploited in CBIR systems, such as
MARS [14] and MindReader [6]. Two other methods
use the relevant images as next query points and, depending on the distance to this multi-point query set,
different isosurfaces are formed in the feature space
(Figures 2b and 2c). The method we present here is
also a multi-point query but, differently from those approaches, we exploit relevant and irrelevant images as
query points.

2

CBIR USING OPF CLASSIFIER

OPF is a classification method which represents each
class of objects by one or more optimum-path trees
rooted at given samples, called prototypes [12]. The
training samples are nodes of a complete graph, whose
arcs are weighted by the distance between the feature
vectors of their nodes. In relevance feedback, we have
two classes: relevant images chosen by the user and irrelevant ones. The prototypes computed by the OPF
classifier are then used to sort the images according to
the user’s selection.
Let Z be an image database. For every image t ∈ Z ,
we have a feature vector ~v(t) ∈ ℜn . That is, every image may be interpreted as a point in the feature space
ℜn . The distance d(s,t) between two images s and t is
the distance between their corresponding feature vectors. For an initial query point s, the proposed method
returns the N closest images in Z to s (query by similarity). Due to the semantic gap, the closest images
to s may not be the most relevant for a given user. By
marking the relevant images among the returned ones,
the user creates two sets: a set I ⊂ Z of irrelevant images and a set R ⊂ Z of relevant images. The method
then uses sets R and I to compute two optimum-path
forests (OPF), one for each class. Each database image
t ∈ Z \I ∪ R is then classified according to the root’s
label of the forest (relevant/irrelevant) which offers to t
the optimum path in the graph. Only the N closest images labeled as relevant will be returned in a set C to the
user in the next iteration. Relevant prototypes (A ) and
irrelevant ones (B), computed in the previous step, are
then used to sort the images in C for the next iteration.

Figure 2: Simple relevance feedback techniques that
change query shapes (i.e., isosurfaces with respect to
the query points).
Approaches based on relevant and irrelevant images
usually exploit active learning techniques to design a
classifier that selects from the database the candidate
relevant images for sorting by distance to the query
point [1, 3, 16]. The method proposed by Tong and
Chang. [16] uses Support Vector Machines (SVM) for
image classification [22]. During the relevance feedback iterations, the method finds the optimum hyperplane that separates relevant and irrelevant images, presenting to the user the images closer to the hyperplane.
This hyperplane is adjusted along the iterations and, after a last iteration, the method presents the images farther to the hyperplane, on its relevant side.
The method we propose here follows a similar strategy, using a faster and more effective classifier aiming
to present the most relevant images in the database at
each iteration, unlike SVM. For a given set of relevant and irrelevant images, the method designs an OPF
(Optimum-Path Forest) classifier [12]. Only database
images classified as relevant are sorted by distance and
presented to the user in the next iteration. This distance
is computed based on relevant and irrelevant prototypes
(representative images), computed during the training
74

The method computes the average distance d¯A (t, A )
between each image t ∈ C and images in the set
of relevant prototypes A . It also computes the
average distance d¯B (t, B) between t and images
in the set of irrelevant prototypes B. Finally, a
¯ A , B) is computed as a normalized
distance d(t,
mean between relevant and irrelevant prototypes:

¯ A , B) =
d(t,

After classifying each image in Z \I ∪ R, the
method returns to the user a new set of N relevant im¯ A , B).
ages, which contains the lowest values of d(t,
This process is then repeated for a few iterations T and,
finally, the system returns all relevant images obtained
so far.
In order to illustrate the advantages of our relevance
feedback approach as compared to a simple retrieval
of the N closest images to s, we present an example
of query image in Figure 3 from the image database
Corel [21]. We use a color descriptor, called BIC, proposed by Stehling et al. [15]. The N = 30 closest images in that database are shown in Figure 16, where the
relevant images are presented with a blue border. After T = 3 iterations (a reasonable number of iterations
for practical situations), the system presents the N = 30
most relevant images found so far, as shown in Figure 17. It is important to note that the quality of this
result may vary depending on the image descriptor.

d¯A (t,A )
.
d¯A (t,A )+d¯B (t,B)

Algorithm 1: Relevance Feedback Algorithm
Input: A query image s, a feature extraction
function v, a distance function d, a desirable
number N of relevant images, an image
database Z and a number T of iterations.
Output: An ordered list L of the N most relevant
images in Z .
Auxiliary: Sets R ⊂ Z and I ⊂ Z of relevant
and irrelevant images, A ⊂ Z and
B ⊂ Z of relevant and irrelevant
prototypes, set C ⊂ Z of images
classified as relevant for the next
iteraction.
1
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Compute the distance d(s,t) for every image t ∈ Z .
Create an ordered list L of the N closest images t to
s based on d(s,t).
Set I ← 0/ and R ← 0.
/
for each learning iteration i = 1, 2, . . . , T do
Set C ← 0.
/
The user marks the relevant images in L, which
are inserted into R and the irrelevant ones are
inserted into I .
if |R| < N then
Compute OPF using sets I and R,
resulting also A and B.
for each image t ∈ Z \I ∪ R do
if t is labeled as relevant by OPF then
insert t into the set C of images
classified as relevant.
end
end
end
else
Return the final ordered list L with the N
most relevant images in R, as defined by
the user’s selection.
end
Create an ordered list L with the N most
relevant images in C , in increasing order of
¯ A , B).
d(t,
end
Return the final ordered list L with the N most
relevant images in R, completing it with the
N − |R| relevant images in C in the increasing
¯ A , B).
order of d(t,

Figure 3: A query image s.

3

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In order to evaluate our method, we use the BIC descriptor with the dLog distance function [15], and compare its effectiveness using precision-recall curves and
two other approaches as baselines: the SVM-based
method proposed by Tong and Chang [16] and the
multi-point query with relevant images only, as illustrated in Figure 2c. The first, named here as SAL (SVM
Active Learning), is also named SV MACT IV E or SV MAL
in the literature. It was chosen because it is based on a
state-of-the-art technique for image classification. The
second, named as QPM (Query Point Movement) [16],
was selected to illustrate the importance of irrelevant
images in the multi-point query set. Our approach is
named here OPFAL or simply OPF, because it is based
on the OPF classifier.
As mentioned before, our work focuses in query classification and ranking. Indexing schemes to accelerate
the search can be exploited in our method, as well as
techiques for descriptor combination. But we consider
in this study only a single descriptor in order to compare the proposed method against others.
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The curves of precision-recall use the entire image
database Z . Thus, lines 18 and 20 of our algorithm
are replaced by: Create a list L with all relevant images
¯ A , B), and
in C ∪ R, in their increasing order of d(t,
compute the precision-recall curve for images in L.
The experiments used three heterogeneous image
databases, representing different challenges for CBIR.

Corel, ETH-80, and PASCAL, respectively, by varying
the number of iterations from 1 to 8. These curves
show that OPF improves its performance (the higher
the precision-recall curve, the better is the method)
with the number of iterations, as expected, but they
also indicate the challenge degree of each database:
PASCAL imposes more challenges than Corel which is
more difficult than ETH-80.

Figure 4: Mean precision-recall curves of OPF in Corel
database, iterations 1 to 8.

Figure 5: Mean precision-recall curves of OPF in ETH80 database, iterations 1 to 8.

• PASCAL [4, 5].
This database consists of 3,448 natural images, each
one containing multiple regions of interest (subimages). Each region contains one object from a class
of visual objects (bikes, boats, birds). The regions
are labeled by their class performing a total of 23
classes with different number of images, varying
from 72 to 446 subimages each.
• Corel [21].
This database is a collection with 200,000 images
from the Corel GALLERY Magic–Stock Photo Library 2. We use a subset of 3,906 natural images,
pre-classified into 85 classes. These classes have
different number of images varying from 7 to 98 images each.

Figure 6: Mean precision-recall curves of OPF in PASCAL database, iterations 1 to 8.

• ETH-80 [8].
This database is available in the project COGVIS,
serving for both psychophysical and computational
studies concerning object recognition and categorization. The project includes images of objects
from 8 basic-level categories performing a total
of 2,384 images, distributed uniformly among the
classes.

Following, Figures 7 to 15 show the mean precisionrecall curves of each method (OPF, QPM, and SAL) in
each database (Corel, ETH-80, and PASCAL) for 3, 5
and 8 relevance feedback iterations. One may observe
that OPF outperformed SAL and QPM in the most difficult databases, Corel and Pascal, and for all number of
iterations. In the easiest case, ETH-80, the curves cross
each other in some recall rates, but OPF is still better
than the others up to 40% of recall for 3 and 5 iterations, and 50% of recall for 8 iterations. In addition to
that, OPF is much faster than SAL and it learns quicker
the simulated user’s wish, providing effective results in
fewer iterations. We consider 3 iterations as the ideal

For each image database, we simulate the user behavior by using each image as initial query point and marking the relevant points (images from the same class of
the query) from 30 returned images at each iteration.
First, we present in Figures 4, 5 and 6 the mean
precision-recall curves of OPF for the databases
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number for practical situations. OPF has also outperformed QPM in all cases and this indicates the importance of using relevant and irrelevant points in multipoint query systems rather than only relevant points.

Figure 10: Mean precision-recall curves in ETH-80
database, third iteration.

Figure 7: Mean precision-recall curves in Corel
database, third iteration.

Figure 11: Mean precision-recall curves in ETH-80
database, fifth iteration.
Figure 8: Mean precision-recall curves in Corel
database, fifth iteration.

Figure 9: Mean precision-recall curves in Corel
database, eighth iteration.

Figure 12: Mean precision-recall curves in ETH-80
database, eighth iteration.
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Table 3 shows the average execution time for one iteration of SAL and OPF. Our approach could also be
used with indexing schemes to further accelerate the
search process and reduce the execution time. However,
we present in this paper execution times without indexing structures. As the number of iterations grows, the
runtime increases. In the Corel database for instance,
our method takes 0.4 seconds to present images at the
eighth iteration while SAL takes 10.2 seconds in the
average. The tests were performed in a machine with
Intel Pentium D processor at 3.4GHz and 1 GB RAM
running the Linux operational system.
Table 1: Total execution time of SAL (minutes).
Figure 13: Mean precision-recall curves in PASCAL
database, third iteration.

Database
3 iterations
5 iterations
8 iterations

Corel
1,116
2,170
5,330

ETH-80
420
702
1,120

PASCAL
903
1,743
4,483

Table 2: Total execution time of OPF (minutes).
Database
3 iterations
5 iterations
8 iterations

Corel
42.8
102.9
224.0

ETH-80
24.2
38.9
59.1

PASCAL
33.4
81.2
188.4

Table 3: Average execution time per query (seconds).
Database
SAL
OPF

Figure 14: Mean precision-recall curves in PASCAL
database, fifth iteration.

Corel
5.71
0.22

ETH-80
3.53
0.20

PASCAL
1.96
0.19

Methods such as OPF and SAL classify candidate relevant images in the image database and sort them to
select the N closest to the query point(s). One may
ask about the relevant images misclassified as irrelevant. These images are lost by the system. Table 4
presents the percentage of images that were erroneously
discarded by OPF for each database and for iterations 3,
5 and 8; the percentages of missed relevant images are
insignificant. This result is even more important when
we consider that the performance of CBIR systems, as
mentioned before, usually increases with the number of
descriptors and strategies to combine them [18], which
is not being exploited in the present study.

Table 4: Percentages of relevant images missed by OPF
due to classification in each database.
Database
Corel ETH-80 PASCAL
3 iterations 0.36%
1.23%
3.37%
5 iterations 0.32%
1.21%
3.22%
8 iterations 0.27%
1.02%
3.06%

Figure 15: Mean precision-recall curves in PASCAL
database, eighth iteration.
Tables 1 and 2 show the execution times of SAL and
OPF, respectively. We present time values for all images of the databases for iterations 3, 5 and 8, used to
compute the precision-recall curves of Figures 7 to 15.
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4

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

Challenge 2008 (VOC2008) Results.
http://www.pascalnetwork.org/challenges/VOC/voc2008/workshop/index.html.

We presented a new relevance feedback technique for
CBIR. This is the first time that the OPF classifier is
being used and evaluated for small training sets, as
required in learning by relevance feedback. Differently from the original method, we have separated the
optimum-path forests of each class for classification.
This constitutes a simple but very effective variant of
the original method. We have also proposed a new order relation among the relevant images, which is based
on the mean distances to the prototypes of the OPF classifier.
We have evaluated the method using a color descriptor, three heterogeneous image databases, two reference
approaches, a few iterations, and query by similarity.
The results indicated that the proposed method, named
OPF, requires fewer iterations of relevance feedback. It
outperformed the reference approaches in all databases
and the number of missed relevant images due to classification was insignificant.
The new CBIR approach based on relevance feedback and optimum-path forest classification presented
in this paper provides a solution in interactive time
for practical applications. On average our method was
twenty times faster than SAL.
Our future work involves the use of multiple descriptors and techniques to combine them. We intend to use
other descriptors based on shape, texture and color and
combine them by using techniques such as Bayesian
framework, Genetic Programming [18] or other similar approaches. We also intend to investigate other image classifiers and to evaluate the methods for multiple
users.
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Figure 16: Closest images to s based on d(s,t).

Figure 17: Result of OPF after three iterations.
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